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Considering it was a midweek outing a great turnout of 
12 members, and 2 guests attended. Debbie at the 
Waterside Café kindly opened early for us to have 

breakfast, which was excellent 
and set us up for the day. 
With seven boats off we motored 
to find the fish. Conditions were pretty good, a little bit breezy, but dry all 
day. Everyone had a six fish ticket, plus catch, and release if you bagged 
up. According to Gary Dee, who had a fish finder linked to his phone fish 
were between 3.5 and 8 metres down, so a sinking line appeared to be the 
best option, or a floater with a midge tip. 
It appears the majority of fish were caught on the washing line method 
with a Booby on the point, and two buzzers, however some just fished a 
single booby, and did well. All in all I believe many actually bagged up, 
and continued with catch, and release. I know Bill, and his friend Alan had 
30 fish to the boat, Bill caught 18, fished with a Neutral Density line a 12ft 

leader and had a team of 3 buzzers, weighted black on the point, with a red and green on the 
droppers. Alan caught 12, fished a Midge tip, same buzzer on the point with a Cruncher and Diawl 
Bach on his droppers. All their fish they released. Brian Bloom (seen on the front page) caught a 
beautiful Perch, maybe 3lb ish. 
In conclusion this has to be one of the most successful 
reservoir outings the club has had, and thoroughly enjoyed by 
all. 
Having said that yours truly failed to catch a single fish, see 
photo of my imaginary one. MUST TRY HARDER NEXT 
TIME. 

Michael Littlestone Day Captain 

Ps. Just a reminder about keeping boats 50 mtrs away from 
bank anglers. There were a couple of complaints to the 

fishery manager where this did not happen. 
Lets all remember this for the future please. 
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